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        18/VIII 1940 
Dear, beloved daughter Maszolo, 
 
 Your second photo through your dear brother I have received. Now my dear child 
I see you clearly. I look at your nice card, stands here by me and kiss youf race. You can 
believe me that when I write this letter to you I cry because all my hope are you to 
________ my dearest. 
 Dear Maszolo, your eyes are not so good on the photo, are you suffering from 
them my dear? We received transfer of 50 marks. You cannot imagine how I need them , 
if it is not too difficult send everytime a few marks, this is our existence. 
 Dear Maszolo, how are you, are you still working where you worked and when 
are you going to stop? How does the whole family feel, grandmother askes you that you 
write about her brothers and sisters. 
 Dear Maszolo, come postcard from Fajwla? ______ to his child________ that you 
come often to them, we are very pleased that you know to whom to go because they are 
close.  Fajwel writes that next photo of you is together with them, my joy I cannot 
describe to you. I could every second of the day to already see you. Dearest child, to 
whom of the family do you go, how does uncle Majer feel, aunt Basia, aunt Laja, do you 
come sometimes to Basi-Sary? 
 Why do you write so little because more then that we do not have in life. We kiss 
you. We are all in good health, regards from the whole family. 
 Dear Maszrolo, write if you were at mother’s brother, what answer gives you, 
why doesn’t he send letter or money to her? Minko does not come to us.  All close 
already respondend and she did not get anything (received nothing). If something 
happened write to use separately because from M---ki friendship become non-friendship, 
so I ask you please answer. 
 I ask you, Maszrolo, if not brother, go to brother’s son, maybe he will be able of 
help to her. A year we ask you about this and we cannot get to you. Write us, do not be 
bashful, why he does not write to her.  
 
 Dearest cousin Maszrolo!  By opportunity I add a few words. I ask you dear give 
regards to my brothers and sister. I thank them very much that they have pity on us and 
send a few marks they save us from hunger. G-d will pay them for that. 
 From Binewre(?) did not get money yet at the beginning received letter and then 
nothing. We are in very critical situation, maybe once it will get better. Mother and 
children send best regards. 
 Regards to whole family, 
 
     Esterre Gansman (?) 
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     Moscow, 12 IX 1945 
 
(just notes since the handwriting is so difficult) 
 
--regretfully your letters do not get to us 
--victims of German bestiality 
--In July 1942 were all Jews from Warsaw ghetto taken to concentration camp Oswiecim 
(Auschwitz) and in _______ many lost 
--From your brother from Israel, I got letter __________. He is not my friend 
 
(can’t read signature) 
 
 
 
     14/XII/40 
 
To my dear unknown aunt and uncle, 
  
 Life wanted that only today I write to you by first acquaintance letter, only today 
when I have to limit with writing, but regretfully it is not as one wants. Dear aunt and 
uncle, about my life I can tell you the following: to the beginning of war I studied, I 
studied in a school “yabne” where I learned to be a Jew and to love my own national 
treasures, to love the past and believe in a clear (bright) future of my nation. When I 
ended school I had the intention to further study but in the way were those cursed monies, 
yes, and father did not have the means for me to further study but these plans I will be 
able to still realize because I am still young and here comes war. About war life I cannot 
tell you anything (*note: at this point the author writes a few sentences and then scratches 
them out). We all ask only that this hellish war should end. Dear aunt and uncle your 30 
marks I received for which I thank you very much because you have to understand that 
already 15 months of war, and they were very much needed (helpful) but I think you even 
more of the interest that you have of me because you almost did not know me but you did 
not count with this and when my sister came to you, you immediately send to me this 
money. I also ask you to send me your photo because I want to get to know you closer 
(better) even if only by photos. Dear aunt and uncle, I can also tell you that grandmother, 
Yankel, and Mechla are with us, they stay overnight 
 
 Best regards from my parents, heartful regards to Moszki. 
   From me to you, 
     Majer 
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We kiss you your Mother 
 
Dear cousin Maszro! 
 By occasion of coming to aunt Drejzli. I found her writing letter to you, so I add 
to you a few words. I send you regards and wish that we should again meet together. I ask 
you that you should transmit regards to my brothers and sister that they should have pity 
on me, that they should send me help, a few marks, because I am sick and when one is 
sick the medicine is needed. Dearest cousin, I ask you very much about this, do me this 
favor, I will be very grateful to you. Regards to the whole family from your cousin, 
      Szarjdl 
 
 
Dear cousin, I make you a surprise and add to you a few words. My dear, we are asking 
you that you should transmit our regards to uncle and aunt and maybe they will be able to 
help us. Maszro!  I would have much to write to you but I have little paper. 
 
     I kiss you, 
  
      Sara G.  
 
 
    
No date 
 
Dear brother and children, 
 
 How is your health and income (salary)? How are your children? Write a few 
words. I understand also that you are interested in my child. Write me about your 
children. Regards dear brother, also to children and grandchildren. Stay well, income, and 
best regards from  your sister. 
 
 
 
 
No date 
 
Dearest sister with your good children, 
 
 From you I know nothing how you are, and you walk on your feet and what do 
your children, ask your children to write to me how you are, I greet you dear sister and 
wish you well. Regards to your children and tell them I will not forget in my life how 
they behaved towards my child. 
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No date 
 
Dear sister Basio and dear brother-in-law, 
 
 How happy I was to receive your photo, you dear sister and brother-in-law I did 
not recognize, you do not look well. Surprised how you, dear sister, grew up.  
 Dear sister and brother-in-law, I ask you to write to me and tell me how is your 
health and income. 
 
 
 
No date 
 
The New Year should bring you health and income and joy from your children. Dear 
sister and brother-in-law, you have to be healthy for Maszele, a father and mother. Dear 
sister, tell me about Maszele, if husband works and has already income. Remain healthy, 
regards. May all remain well, have income, and only in happy occasions. 
 
 
16 VI 4? 
 
Dearest Maszka, 
 
 Through the whole time you did not have the courage to write a few words. I 
waited impatiently. I understand everything that you are busy but sometimes remember 
that you had a devoted friend from the heart, although today this is of little value to you 
but for me it is as if you were here. Not for a moment did I forget you, and remember you 
my dear Maszka. After reading this letter you will wonder why I turn to you with 
resentment because I do not believe anything will change.  One has to accept destiny 
even if one does not want to. Now about me, we lead a monotonous life and the worst is 
that mother is constantly sick. You can imagine our pain at such a time when one needs 
to be healthy and strong. I will not now write more about this. 
 How are you? What is new with you? Write about your life because I am 
interested. I write this with tears in my eyes remembering our childhood, how fast it 
passed. 
 Dear, I gave you the address of my relations. Could you help me, much I do not 
ask of you, could you when you have the opportunity, speak with them. I cannot write 
more because it is dark in my eyes. 
 I ask you a thousand times when you receive postcard, write to me a few words. I 
await it with anticipation response. Kiss you—I come to your parents often. Best regards 
from my parents and sister. 
You can write to my address. 
 

A. Presberg 
Makow Kreis Crechenen 
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Gnert Str. 4 
 
 
 
 
17 II 41 
 
Loved dear daughter Maszka, 
 
 Your awaited postcard dated 22 XII we received. You cannot imagine how happy 
in those minutes when we read your dear words. Dear honored daughter and dear family, 
how is your health and generally what is new with you? Grandmother is asking how is 
sister Zoja and dear brother in _____ Mayer and the entire family. 
 Dear daughter, all the postcards writes Majer and you do not have to wonder why 
mother does not write because you know that it is hard for her. Beloved dear Maszka, 
since Succot we received three times money (50) marks. Dear daughter, if you can send 
us at least 80 marks because from 50 we cannot survive. 
 Dear daughter, last week we received from Mordechai 2 telegrams, one from 
Vilna and the other already from Moscow. He went through Vladivostok to you. 
 Dear Maszka, G-d should give him health and bring him to you happy (lucky). If 
you know something about him let us know because you can imagine our concern until 
we will know that he arrived. 
 Your aunt Chana received your 30 marks. Beloved Maszka, if you could do 
something about our emigration, do whatever is possible. We are all healthy and do not 
think again why ______ does not write. 
 Regards to the whole family from Aunt Ruth. 
 
 
 
 
Moscow 6-5-41 
 
To my dear daughter Masza and beloved family, We write to you this postcard before 
Easter. The money that you send us during winter we received each month. Dear Masza! 
We live with hope that this postcard will find my son and your loving Mordechai by you. 
How happy we will be to hear that and I can imagine your happiness when you will be 
finally together. After such a long trip, we would like to have news from him. Dear 
Masza, what is new with you? How is your health and the whole family’s? Do not worry 
about us, we are in good health, Majer works and we put bed to Minkel and we live there 
for the time being. _____ lives by Szaj____ upstairs. Dear Masza, write why M’s brother 
does not write to her. 
 Be well and kiss you and ask G-d that we should meet again. Regards to the 
whole family. 
 Dear cousin Masza, I, your cousin Sara Glik add to you a few words. Majer left 
and Tini(?) sits here and asked me to write to you. Dear Masza, I would have much to 
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write but have not when. I can only write that you should let know my uncles of the 
sadness that has happened to us with death of grandmother. Be healthy. 
 
 
 
 
Dear aunt and dear uncle, 
 Destiny has forced me not to count with my idealism and ask people for help but 
do not think that it concerns money, here it is about life. I want to get informed from my 
sister. Will write in short what it is about. Here in town, a person received from the 
American consulate in Berlin a form to fill out and a number for a visa so I ask you with 
your joint effort maybe you will succeed although I doubt it to do what will be in your 
power to ask Maszka about everything and start to do something concrete, do not 
postpone for tomorrow because tomorrow might be too late. 
 Will end writing with best regards to you and for Maszka. 
 Mother sends regards, 
    Majer 
 
Dear Blimi and Samuel, This card wrote my son Majer 
 
Writes about a person who got visa to America. News about them, Regards, S. Rotblat. 
  
 
15 January 1941 
 
Beloved dear daughter and family, 
 
 ________ of your (send) 50 marks we received and already 3 weeks ago sent it to 
Berlin and still did not receive them. Dear daughter, understand since Succhot you sent 
twice 50 DM, already eleven weeks since holy days and those second 50 DM we still did 
not receive, believe that from that one cannot live. Winter now is so terrible, freezing and 
snow and one has to heat and everything costs, with food one can get everything, one 
needs only money.  Loved dear daughter and dear family, if you send some marks so 
higher amount because with 50 marks as till now until new money comes during that 
time, we do not have from what to live when we received from Berlin those 50 marks we 
have to give back. We have not from what to live and we still owe 30 marks, when you 
send them only by telegraph.  Loved dear daughter, how is your health, don’t you work 
too hard, how is the whole family, what is new with Aunt Zoje, Babcia (grandmother) 
asks you to write to us what is new with sister Zoje, and if dear brother-in-law Majer 
already walks in the street, and what is new by the entire family. Dear daughter, write 
everything—imagine how your mother wants to know everything. Beloved dear daughter 
Maszka, do what ever is possible about immigration, get information wherever possible 
and do not postpone if something can be done. Dear daughter, if you can do something 
for Mordechai, do it. We are all in good health, Maszka, why don’t you answer about 
Michite Kurnikie (?) because they are here starving. Regards from aunt Ruchl (Rachel) 
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and children, they are in good health and ask what is new with you and why about 
children you write nothing. We kiss you from far away. From me, your mother. 
 
 
 
17 February 1941 
 
Dear Maszka, 
  
 I write to you now a postcard. I believe that this writing enters into monotony of 
day, long monotonous days. Stretch out into more monotonous nights, nothing to do, 
sometimes I believe that I am not alive, only fantasy presents me life and also sometimes 
I wake up from this nightmarish dream and see that I am also a person who has a heart 
and who is capable to love and also hate, but those are only feelings and today there is no 
time for this. There are more important problems, today there is war, ah! How I dream, 
no, we all dream that this war should end as soon as possible. 
 Maszka, you are probably angry why I write so little to you, but forgive me, 
because all is for me indifferent. I have to tell you the truth that even writing leaves me 
indifferent and only sometimes writing brings up comfort. Dear Maszka, Mordechai left 
already to you. I am a little jealous but also happy and for sure you can understand. 
Maszka, towards your friends I think you did not behave well. Regards from them, from 
Fajge Chaja. I end writing. Best regards to Aunt Blima, husband Majer. Mother adds a 
few words, regards to the whole family. Dear Maszka, do not think about me, I am in 
good health. Your longing, mother. 
 
22 December 1940 
 
Beloved honorable dear daughter Maszka, 
 Your dear card we received and are very troubled by your thoughts about us. 
Maszka, why are you always crying, be happy and content with your happy fat and about 
use for the time-being, do not think. We are, thank God, in good health. Dear beloved 
Maszka, you wrote that you sent 50 marks, until now we did not receive, since Succot 
received only 50 marks. Dear beloved daughter, do not long because I also do not long 
(longing, we live with hope that all will end well, be happy all together). My dear 
daughter, when you will send money, send them by telegraphy because so well pass 
weeks and we did not receive and this is today our only means of existence. 
 My beloved dear daughter, I wish you all the best, that you should look well. My 
dearest daughter, do not long, be happy together, my only wish is to see you happy.  Dear 
Aunt Basia and dear Uncle Mejer, wish all the best to the birth of granddaughter and I 
should as fast as possible wish you from your daughters. (translator couldn’t make better 
sense of this) Dear aunt Basie and dear uncle Mayer, you have to live and be healthy 
because you are today the mother and father of my daughter. Dear grandmother, I wish 
from the depth of my heart health to the entire family. Dear Maszka, grandmother begs 
you write what is with aunt Zajie because she cannot take it. 
 We are all healthy. We kiss you from far away. Regards from aunt Ruth and the 
children, they are healthy.  From me, your mother, Sara. 
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 Dear Maszka, a few times we wrote already about Michtu Kurnika. They are 
finding themselves in a very hard situation, they are starving. Go to Aunt and she should 
write ______ by telegraphy and send them a few marks. From your aunt Chana, if you 
want to, send her you can add to ours and we will give it to her. Only write us how much. 
Best regards from Mejer. I write you the postcard, we received now 50 marks.  Marek. 
 
 
28 November 1940 
 
Dear friend Marein, 
 Your letter we received, reading it we cried from joy. After these long and tragic 
months you thought to write a few words. We did not know what to think, if you had 
already forgotten about us?  Every day we asked at your home if there is nothing for us 
until finally arrived the beloved letter. 
 My dear, if you saw how dear are for us your brithg words you would not delay 
your writing because this is for us whole happiness, like ones says, an injection to our 
lives. My dear, you are certainly (for sure) interested with what is new with us. I can tell 
you that all the friends (female) are in place and healthy, we live with the past to the 
future because the present does not exist completely for us. We remember the past times, 
spent together with you, reminiscences stand in front of our eyes, we cannot forget it. We 
had it good, now we can appreciated this. We were longing for a walk—today we do not 
have the time for walks. We work and gains are enough for ____________. Destiny put 
us in various conditions, we have to make peace with it, but it is hard. Dear, you cannot 
imagine how luckily ___________ we can appreciate it. Do not think, my dear, that we 
envy you, we are happy that one of us four got out in a good way. We saw your photo, 
we could not recognize you, how beautiful you look—we have no words. About your 
home, do not think—all are healthy, every day we come to you. They are happy hearing 
from far away from you, you have nothing to long about. For the time being, this is all we 
can write because there is more to write but this is the time I have. Dear, write to us 
extensively about your life, how you spend time, with whom you socialize and about 
everything. You ask about your acquaintances. We can write to you that Golomaser 
Dabow is in Makow, mother of Fajge Dayle gave birth (during the war) to a daughter, 
Berow is in Krakow, she is okay, she has already a fiancée, not an ugly boy, half rabbi. 
Be well, dear, we send you kisses and regards to all your friends. Your devoted and 
never-forgotten friends Fajge,  Sara, and  Chaja. Regards from our parents. 
 
Dear Maszko, 
 I personally add a few words. First of all, I wish you, my dear, much luck in 
everything and much success because I know that every girl wishes that. My dear, it is 
true that you offended me with your writing to mend comparing you already know… I 
must count out that you did not know me well because otherwise you would not write 
that. Most important that I forgive you. My dear, I have to you a proposition. Send me a 
photo. If you remember that before you left you did not leave me a photo. Try and send 
me one, in any case, do you as you think. With me, nothing special, one lives as before. 
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From him I get letters is at present in Biate Podlasce. At present, nothing worth 
mentioning.  
    I remain your longing friend, Fajgie Rosen 
 
 
Dear Marien, 
Already a few times Minka Lubourcz wrote to you and you do not answer her for sure 
after reading this you will say why do I _____ into this? Because I wonder why you 
behave like this. I am very surprised about it because if I remember when coming to you, 
how devoted she was to you, it is worth that you should do this to her. At least a few 
words about her brother because she finds herself in a very  critical situation.  Even it is 
unpleasant to your parents. If you cannot write this to her about her brother, write to me.  
    Your devoted, F.A. 
 
Dear Maszka, 
 I, Fela Dab, add a few words. Almost every day I ask about you and never have 
the time to think that I envy you that you are in paradise. Sorry because I also have luck 
(happiness). If we will again meet I do not know because I am without hope.  
  Be well, From me, your friend, Fela Dab 
 
 
 
 
 
To you, dear beloved child Maszrolo and also our devoted family, 
 Your dear letter, our dear child, we received and the postcard we also received for 
the holidays. My dear child, we have already food for the holidays. My dear Maszko, 
your letter with the wise words giving advice about my life and your nice photos I look at 
often.  My dear child, I keep your nice photo and hope that God will give me the moment 
when we will get together. This is my hope that I should be together with my children by 
you. Dear daughter, you do not look well (you look bad). You became so thin.  Maszko, 
do not concern yourself with fashion, concern yourself with your health, look well and be 
well because on the card you look very bad. I think day and night ___________. Dear 
Maszelo, you write ________ about advise ________ we know that you know what to 
do.  Dear Maszele, you write that you send by telegraph 50 marks and 30. Write which 
one you send first because we have to know. Dear child, we have to turn again to you that 
you should continue to send us a few marks and if possible, a few more. As you, weak 
child, work along (yourself) and send, only because it has to be so, we have no life from 
no one and when the few marks arrive we owe already and now winter is coming. One 
needs to _____ potatoes and all of this costs money. Dear Maszko, you should not think, 
be healthy, and the grandmother is healthy and also the grandfather. You write that 
grandmother should write to you a long letter.  Dear Maszrolo, you ask also about Aunt 
Chana, she is as she was and is with the children in Zamry. Maybe you can find her uncle 
and he should send her a few marks because she does not have to eat.  Dear child, I have 
a request and cannot get a response concerning Mink (?0 brother. She is angry with us 
and does not come to us, from all the years of friendship, dear Maszele. ______ find her 
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brother and if you cannot find him, find his son and tell him __________ and write to us 
what he says. Maszele, Michl Kurnik wrote to you a card, find his daughter _______.  
Maszko, why don’t you answer your girlfriend’s letter. _________ do not give her reason 
to be upset. Basio is angry with us why she does not get money from the family. 
_________ when you will be by them, you should ask why they do not send some marks. 
Stay well, we greet you and kiss you.  
    Your loving mother,  Sara 
 
 
 
      Day XI 1942 year 
 
Dear Maszo! 
 
 I write to your postcard and try to imagine your reaction to my unexpected 
whimsy. You will enlarge your eyes with a smile, or what is more probably will make a 
sour face, whonder what is she getting to me. I am ready (from the top) of unpleasant 
possibilities but even so I will not put down pen from hand and will play role of _______ 
to the end. So first of all, I have to explain to you that today I remembered that there far 
far beyond mountain and river lives such nice pleasant young girl with whom I had 
common secrets. Such great passing of time divides you from us, so many events, so 
many changes to present way of life. Dear, do you still remember those times? You 
know, I sometimes think that all of this was a wonderful _______ that had a _______ 
rapidity. Dear Maszo! This is why I dream to enter into correspondence with you to 
recapture the “something” that burns with cheap fire. Why dear concerning us did we 
have to forget it all if this war had in it?  I believe that writing a postcard once every half 
year is such a great _____ especially when today ______ overcome me. Let us give peace 
to these _______. My dear, how do you live? By us, dear, much has changed and not for 
better. Life from day to day without a concrete purpose and better outlook you have no 
idea how this ______ me possibly there are many like me who try to cover these business 
with optimism but I cannot and with every little thing influences badly my mood and 
mercilessly mark my horizons, yes my dear, one lives and looks for light of hope from 
day to night and night to day for deliverance. I trust that you still remember my 
nonappearance ______? I close my eyes to call back from memory your portrait  you 
always appear to me with your braids. Today this sad tear regretfully ran today when with 
unrest I look through the window if runner from community is not bringing me notice to 
dig or cleaning but I do not want to sin—physical work is not the worst. I got used to 
hard affairs because in life various (different) happens/ You, Maszko, how do you feel? 
You know dear, I sometimes think if once (sometimes) we will meet face to face on a 
bench, tell each other about these stormy and sad days but I sadly know that this day will 
never come that we are on different ends of the world and destined to the most beastly 
irony of destiny.  What can I write to you that it is grey, monotonous. But everybody has 
enough problems and one does not need to even more mix up and sensitize.  
 How do you live in your country, with whom do you associate and how do you 
spend war time? I find most pleasure in books. Now I can send you this collection of 
_____ treasures and visit every day the mailman and ask him if there is a letter for me 
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from America because I believe that no matter what you should answer us and I leave this 
to you. Kiss you and best regards to all. You are not forgotten, friend. Fejge Rosen 
 I am sending you sincere regards from Sali and Chaji and she will soon write to you and 
warmest regards from your parents and specially from your little brother Majoska (I need 
to mention that you will not recognize him because he is with full meaning of the word 
[??] 
Goodbye, F.R. 
 
Dear Maszko, 
I am turning to you for a big favor. I am sure that you know that I have an uncle who 
lives in New York. I would ask you very much if it is possible to get closer information 
concerning my uncle and if he could help us because we need it at the present.  Dearest, if 
you will be with him, which I do not doubt, you can explain to him that with us at present 
is the family from Rosana, Jakob Alter Majuussewe and lives with us _____ and his wife 
from _____. Szajna Rywka the same and I know that you will be able to speak to his 
conscience. I thank you in advance. Forgive me dearest that I burden you but with regret I 
have to tell you that I have no choice.  I write to you my uncle’s address: 
       Mr. Joseph Semo 
       555 Ninth Avenue 
       New York City 
PS. My dear, if you can send me a photo of you, when before you left I gave you mine 
and then you promised that when you will be at the place you will respond so I am asking 
you. Goodbye.  I am sending you best regards from my parents and siblings.  Excuse the 
scribble, next time I will try better and write more about myself. 
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